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About This Game

This world has been dominated by the Plague for many generations. Nobody remembers what it was like before the outbreak.
Yet the humanity has adapted to the world of eternal disease. To zombies. To masks. To plague doctors.

Plaguepunk Justice is a tactical turn-based strategy game about being a healer in a world of Plague. The Plague is turning regular
citizens into zombies. As a player you have only non-lethal options to deal with any situation. Main characters are healers, not

murderers.

Features

Turn-based tactical gameplay

Stealth elements

Randomized game levels

Medicine crafting

Plaguepunk world
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Comic book aesthetic

Developers message

Plaguepunk Justice is my second game and my first try at randomly generated game levels. As with my previous game -
Comrades and Barons: Solitaire of Bloody 1919 - it is made on GameMaker: Studio 1.4.
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Maris Ozols
Publisher:
Maris Ozols
Release Date: 11 Apr, 2019
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English,German,Russian
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This game requires SecuROM which will trash your computer and, in this case, make it unplayable.. the dark souls of wine
games. Just as well done as the first iteration.

Simple but fun gameplay, lots of secrets, nice music and plenty more quirky humor. It's more vibrant then the previous iteration
as well, with some added features.

Just hightlights that the first game should have cost money as well, but then it wouldn't have been played so much.
. Better than No Man's Sky.
But I broke my mouse sooo...
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EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEd. i bought this at 2 euro and its small, but its awesome. i would like a game like this but with an
editor to build and share levels. I was not sure at first shoud I recommend this game or not but I decided not to. Sure it is very
scary right from the beginning, there are jump scares a lot but then it starts to get frustrating ugh, I think it is because of the
difficulty even though I played easy option.
Voice acting in the main character was terrible and also the game crashed for me way too many times, and yes I have at least the
recommened requirements so its not because of that.

Overall what I found is good are the scary atmosphere/jump scares and decent graphics.. How do I put this?, I was kind of
dissapointed, cause i've played this game about 3 years ago on the Ipad. So I thought this version was going to be an improved
remake version, but its mostly the same. Sure its better than the Ipad, but not by much. Also I remember specifically that I was
totally confused with the plot when I played it on the Ipad, but the story seems to be much more clearer in this version.

My guess is either this has a better translation or a chunk of the plot got cut or changed in the Appstore version for whatever
reason (I can't remember it's been 3 years).

So if you've never played it, I'd say give it a go. I'm kinda of a sucker for these kind of VN, hence why I bought it again. But if
you played the game a few years back on the Apsstore, I suggest you wait until it's on discount if you want to give it another go..
The game is like a minesweeper with rpg elements. I just got to act II and so far it's fun to play. New enemies, tile effects, npcs
and such keep the game interesting.

- It requires some grinding and failing though to get gold to "level" your characters before you can advance into harder puzzle
areas. It's not just about thinking skills, it's also about leveling the numbers in hp, attack damage etc.. I really liked Spellforce
and Spellforce 2, so when I started up Faith in Destiny I expected at the very least more of the same, if not an improvement on
2's single player campaign like what happened with Dragon Storm. Well...that's not what this is.

Faith in Destiny feels like it was hastily cobbled together in a scenario editor with a month-long deadline for a finished product.
The campaign has no voice acting and doesn't even bother with the illusion of choice like the previous campaigns did, instead
just outright forcing you to play a male character. The campaign AI doesn't even pretend to play fair, instead spawning in units
at set intervals because reasons, out-numbering you 10 to 1 and never actually doing anything but waiting for you to attack.
Many map triggers and quests are broken, making the plot make even less sense than it would otherwise. You only find out why
you're bothering to do any of what you're doing in the minute-long cut-scene after the final mission.

As to the multiplayer (never one of this series' strong points, really), the new race (the Nameless) have their buildings, units and
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tech tree designed in a way that makes it obvious they're meant to be played only by a cheating AI, though if you're allowed to
actually climb their ridiculously overpriced tech tree you'll end up with two titans and a host of overpowered units and towers
that there's really no counter to in competent hands.

The stand-alone scenarios are a little better in terms of both writing and gameplay (the AI doesn't cheat as hard), though broken
scripts still abound, periodically making missions unwinnable because you climbed a hill from the left instead of the right. All in
all, don't bother with this, even if you liked the previous games, you'll just end up disappointed.. one more time mom. please one
more time :)
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Personally I really enjoy this game, even though you need to pay for most of the stuff I don't mind it too much because I think
it's worth it. Interesting to play alone and even better with a friend, had lots of fun just goofing around and having fun. Some
bugs appear sometimes but nothing too bad.. Chicken Assassin: Reloaded is a 2D cartoony clicker game. It appears deceptive
because the developers tried to make it look like brawling, but really you're just clicking one button all day.

A lot of effort went into making it look like the game isn't a clicker, but it is. There's a huge amount of window-dressing for a
non-game here. $5 price is way too much for a very shallow game that can be played with only one finger.. I love the idea and
concept of the game but does it only work with a controller cause i cant make it work with my keyboard please help me!!!!!.
What I like about this game:
- Play at your own pace. No need to worry about mistakes, dead-ends or dying.
- An open-world non-linear concept where you can walk back and forth all over the place and explore as you see fit.
- An athmosphere of dread, sort of, without the use of stupid jumpscares.
- A point-and-click interface that lets you know if you need to use an item.
- Nice graphics. Maybe not spectacular graphics, but they make you feel.
- Not much music, but plenty of sounds and voices.
- No hand-holding. (You may want to make a few notes on the side as you play.)
- Most puzzles make sense. Most, not all.
- A nice introduction to what ghost-hunting really is.
- "It knows my name!"

(Many people have compared this to Myst. I've tried to play Myst many times, and it makes little sense to me, and it is difficult
to move around. This game is not like Myst, it is a million times better.). It had an interesting plot twist at the end, but overall,
didn't like it much. It felt very short, there was too much random clicking to find what you wanted to in the puzzles and not
much interaction with anything besides Angelica's thoughts and some piece of information.. I just recently completed this game
and finished all the missions (Not counting chronom, since that's an unlimited gallery of randomly generated maps with a seed
based on the date). I'd already played so much of the flash version of this game on Kongregate when I was in high school, and
this wasn't all that much different from it, but it was still fun. Definitely going to be buying and playing through the next games
in the series.. I came primarily for Siddhartha Barnhoorn's awesome ambient music, but the rest of the game is good as well. It's
a relatively minimalist puzzle\/stealth\/atmospheric game.

NB for those not playing with a dual-stick controller, it's gonna be a real coordination challenge....unless I'm mistaken and it's a
challenge regardless. Either way, even if you don't have dyslexia this game will make you feel like you're playing with it!

Judging by the achievements seen and my playtime so far, I estimate this game lasts roughly 2\u00bd hours....

...and that's exactly how long it lasted for me.
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